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Introduction

• Hello, I am Ilias Zervos
• Member of Technical Staff @ Verizon 

Wireless
• CPE Evaluation and Development
• VZW Headquarters : Bedminster, NJ
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Introduction

• Data is growing into a very important part 
of the industry’s business plan.

• We are seeing more and more that data 
application use is becoming a larger part of 
our customer’s use.

• End user performance is the challenge.
• How can we plan to test data to make sure 

we mitigate future issues?
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Introduction

• With the introduction of 3G-1X data 
services there has been a greater interest in 
wireless data.

• With the introduction of EVDO the demand 
is even higher.

• We have to start now in preparing and 
testing data performance, applications, and 
their associated behaviors.
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What do we do today?

• Stage 1 : RF performance / parametrics
• Stage 2 : Signaling Conformance/Inter-Op (IS-898) 
• Stage 3 : FIT Data Testing
• Carrier specific tests?
• Is this enough? 
• Do we as an industry really test for data and application performance 

in a standard method?
• How fast can the devices send and receive data?
• How do data applications work on your wireless network?
• How do data applications affect your network?
• Today’s industry test programs do not support data application and 

retry performance
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Potential Data Performance Test Plan

• Move towards planning, developing, and 
executing a data performance and retry 
device qualification process for all potential 
devices and applications

• Leverage existing CDG2 processes and 
resources
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Potential Data Performance Test Plan

• Give vendors an opportunity to develop, debug,  and 
improve data performance for qualification and validation.

• Make sure that data devices are compatible with your data 
network and typical applications.

• Benchmark the device’s application performance in a 
controlled lab environment.

• Help rule out the device as the “bottleneck” in today’s 
complex wireless data networks

• Make sure the device does not have any negative impact 
on your network.

• Test for a device’s graceful data performance under failure 
or traffic overloaded network elements.
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Goal : ADD Data Performance Testing

• GOAL :
– Improve data user experience when using 1XRTT or EVDO technologies
– Protect your data network against “rogue” data users, devices, or 

applications 

• Help improve data application user experience on your network by improving 
testing and optimization before commercial deployment

• Testing application performance to specific devices seems to be an afterthought  

• Provide proven and consistent test lab environment for sales/demo teams, 
device vendors, and application developers to nurture new data products

• Help improve collaboration between Provider and Enterprise Customers/End 
Consumers 
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Three Pronged Approach

• Provide proven and certified test labs for device vendors and application 
developers
– Allow data device vendors to pre-screen product and hardware
– Allow application developers, new to the wireless field, to work with 

industry insiders familiar with your network
– Help carriers better understand new vendor/product potential earlier in 

product lifecycle

• Institute a new data application test plan for all potential data devices
– Allow to standardize on data device performance
– Measure device performance in a controlled lab environment

• Institute a new data end-to-end test plan
– Measure a device’s/application’s reaction when facing a “broken/busy”

network
– Make sure data device and/or application does not unnecessarily tie up 

network resources during loaded periods
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Prong 1 : Data Device and Application Development 
Testing

• Provide an outlet for all vendors to test before accessing your network

• Problem : Cannot afford to tie up resources with every “mom and pop” data 
development house/vendor in testing
– Pre-requisite before submitting product to carrier
– Developing core test cases for data vendors to pre-consider
– Potential “Data Application Certification” program?

• Require a staging lab area for “safe for network” data testing for devices and 
applications

• Difficult to test new devices and applications on a live network : Cannot 
interfere with existing commercial users
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Prong 1 : Data Device and Application Development 
Testing

• Many data application developers are not familiar with today’s CDMA wireless 
world

• Open opportunities to learn with experienced engineers without affecting your 
commercial network

• Allow data application developers to load their software in a lab environment 
and “tweak” it for maximum performance on a simulated network

• Testing can be done with an inter-op lab, test equipment, or a carrier sponsored 
outside lab
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Prong 2 : Data Performance Test Plan

• Develop a basic data inter-op test plan for all potential devices
– Testing to include:

• FTP throughput testing
• HTTP throughput testing (web browsing)
• Microsoft Outlook performance testing
• VPN email performance testing
• Data acceleration performance testing

– Future testing may include specific application:
• Streaming Video
• MMS
• BREW/WAP throughput testing
• Specific application testing
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Prong 2 : New Data Application Test Plan

• This testing will characterize, in a controlled lab environment, a device’s basic 
data performance on our network against popular applications

• These test cases will isolate the device and measure its overall performance 
against the following areas:
– Hardware/Software bottlenecks
– Device processor occupancy issues
– USB cable/driver bottlenecks
– Display use bottlenecks

• What are we doing about laptop and PDA radiated antenna data performance –
laptop interference issues? – The industry needs to get serious in this area if we 
plan on being successful!
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Prong 3 : End to End Data Testing – Protecting the 
Network

• Data devices/applications can affect your network’s performance:
– Handsets with embedded apps
– E-Mail/PDA devices registration issues
– Telemetry and “always on” type devices
– General throughput limitations of devices/applications : Is it the device or 

the network or the application?

• Need to provide a test outlet to prevent such issues
– Free up network teams and vendors to better develop their devices
– Bottom Line : Provide better end product to your customers
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Prong 3 : End to End Data Testing – Protecting the 
Network

• New data/application test plan should also cover “unavailable network 
element” test cases:
– Busy Cell Sites
– No 1X data available
– Unavailable AAA server
– Unavailable PDSN
– Improper provisioning set-up or authentication issues

• Currently, work is being done with the inter-op labs to verify their test 
capability in this area

• Verifying test cases mirror live data network and institute as part of a 
potential device testing requirement
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Data Performance Reporting

• Data results reporting needs to be as 
standard as possible

• Results and reports are always an 
afterthought in testing and test plan 
generation

• Lets not become victim to the data, again
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Future Development Data Test Cases

• Performance of EVDO to 1X technology 
switching

• Inter-PDSN handoffs for MIP
• Application performance during soft/hard 

handoffs
• Data interrupt test cases
• Application specific set-up time data testing
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Conclusion

• New Data Inter-Op Test Plans will help us 
measure the performance of a data device

• Verify that devices are compatible with 
multiple applications and your data network

• Give vendors an opportunity to develop and 
troubleshoot their products

• Actively verify that the data device is safe 
for your network


